Cloud Weapons Express RFID Weapons Tracking Solution
Product Overview

What is Cloud Collected?
Cloud Collected turnkey solutions harness Wireless, RFID, Sensor, Biometric and other technologies to
provide Dynamic Asset Management (DAM) Real Time monitoring, tracking, and managing for single or
multiple sites and locations.

Our Turnkey Solutions as a Service (TSaaS) are fitted to your needs, easy to implement, and capable of
expansion at any time.
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Cloud Weapons Express™
weapons tracking solution using RFID technology.
Track weapon issue activity by adopting RFID technology to determine whether a weapon is issued to
personnel either by your armory personnel or automatically using Cloud Collected fixed antennas.
Are you looking to know 100% if your weapons are in storage or assigned out - to who and for how
long? Cloud Collected plug-and-play RFID weapons tracking solutions will retro-fit with your current or
new lockers, safes and racks.

Cloud Weapons Express
Cloud Weapons Express provides Dymanic Asset Management (DAM) for Weapons
and other high value assets such as body armor, night vision optics, specialized
communications equipment are used by many organizations including Military,
Police, Private Forces, Gun Clubs, Manufacturers and other institutions needing
enhanced security.
Cloud Collected RTLS weapons tracking solution harnesses RFID, Biometric,
Wireless and Cloud technologies to ensure weapons are in their correct locations armory management, individual lockers, safes, racks or other storage units.
Weapons can be checked-in or checked-out using different select authentication
technologies with all of the details pushed into the cloud for instant availability to
others, with automated alert action or actions taken based on system configuration.
View asset acticity and chain of custody issue in real time or run reports and review
asset usage at any time.
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Visibility from Anywhere
Every asset status change is stored in the cloud, accessible by authorized users
from anywhere with a web browser - mobile phone, tablet, or desktop computer.
Cloud Collected weapons monitoring and tracking software is built as a webapplication, providing access to tracking and status updates from the secured SSL
website URL, rather than a desktop/mobile application specific to a single device.

Key Features
Web-based Application Accessible from any web browser (mobile phone,
tablet, desktop computer) via a secure website URL.
Built-in Automatic Alert System Send automated alerts when a weapon is
removed or missing for longer than a specified time frame.
HTTPS API Allows for secure integration with third-party software and
existing systems.

All-Inclusive Package
Cloud Weapons Express™ is a turnkey solution  everything needed
to get up and running is provided ready to install. Cloud Collected
solutions include:
All RFID Hardware including RFID tags for your specific
assets
All Wireless and Wired Communications Equipment
All Software
Hardware Support Services for multiple year support
Cloud Services (Monthly Subscription or Local
Appliance)
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RFID-Enabled Weapon Tracking Products
Depending on your organization, you may choose different approaches for weapon issue.
If you need to manually scan weapons, either for weapon issue from an armory or inventory purposes, you will need
a portable reader.
If you would like to have automated weapon issue where weapons are read by fixed readers on portals, inside
safes, lockers or cabinets, then you may choose to use the RTLS system option.
Note, these solutions can be used together if you need both options.

MANUAL RFID
WEAPONS TRACKING

AUTOMATED RTLS
RFID WEAPONS TRACKING

Don't see exactly what you need? Contact us!
The above product list includes our most popular solutions, and is not meant to be a representation of our
complete list of offerings and solutions.
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